For the best fit, match the product dimensions in the size chart to your pet’s final measurements as closely as possible. If your pet falls between two sizes, we advise ordering the larger of the two.

*Be advised some products only require one measurement for sizing.

Let’s Measure!

1) **Paw Width** - Place your pet’s paw on the diagram below and mark the widest points at the left and right side of the paw. This area is usually near the base of the toes.

2) **Paw Length** - With your pet’s paw still in position, mark the longest points at the front and back of the paw; remember your pet’s nails will need to fit too.

3) **Measure** - Using the cut-away ruler below, measure the width and length. Use the applicable measurements to find the best size for your pal.

*Use the paw below as a placeholder for your furr-iend!*

**Cut-away ruler included below!**